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INTRODUCTION

3DIC TECHNOLOGY

 A three-dimensional integrated circuit (3DIC) is a chip in which
two or more active layers are integrated both vertically and
horizontally into a single circuit
 3DIC advantages: reduced interconnect length, high device
density at small form factor, can stack heterogeneous devices
 Why Logic-on-Logic stacked 3DIC? Improved performance,
chip-security, low cost possible, and smaller chip footprint
 Challenges: lack of manufacturing standards, design rules and
3DIC-specific CAD tools, and thermal issues
 Research focuses on building efficient 3DICs using current
CAD tools by introducing new techniques where necessary
 A 3DIC floating-point unit (FPU) is implemented to identify the
limitations of current tools
 This experiment inspired new design partitioning techniques

 MOSIS 3DIC package uses Tezzaron-Global foundries twolayer 130nm fabrication technology
 M6 metal layer micro-bumps interconnect the layers
 Layers are face-to-face bonded
 I/O and power signals use TSVs
called Super-Vias
 Top-tier with pads is thinned

3DIC DESIGN FLOW

SINGLE-PRECISION FLOATING-POINT UNIT
 5-stage pipelined architecture
 Single 2-stage pipelined multiplier
 Taylor series expansion based division
with squaring and cubing units
 Non-linear pipeline division operation
 Latency can be 5, 8, or 12 cycles

DESIGN PARTITIONING TECHNIQUES
 Combinational to Sequential (C2S): Each signal traversing a
vertical interconnect is an output of combinational logic driving
the data-input of a sequential element in the neighboring layer
 Sequential to Combinational (S2C): Q-outputs of the flip-flops
of a layer tunnel through layers and drive combinational logic
in the adjacent layers

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

 Hybrid: Partition only at input or output of sequential nets
 Proposed techniques are independent of targeted number of
layers and design size
 Search space for partitioning is significantly reduced
 Simpler logical effort optimization problem when compared to
partitioning between combinational logic
 Allows a pipelined functional-unit block to be split across
layers, without any need for redesigning the unit
 These techniques simplify manual design partitioning

3D FPU
 Design has two layers, because of
 Small size of FPU design
 Two-tier constraint by MOSIS

 Manually partitioned into two layers
 Two variants are designed
 C2S and S2C partitioning

 This design enables the use of current tools and cell libraries

 Based on 3DIC implementation experiment using current tools:
 Proper design partitioning technique is required for use of current tools
 Automated partitioning and simultaneous synthesis of all layers are required
 Current tools are adequate for timing verification

 Proposed partitioning techniques when integrated into tools
can speed up tools performance and are more likely to achieve
near-optimal solution
 Results show that the two variants of 3D FPU are 41.5%
smaller in foot-print and up-to 7% faster compared to 2D FPU
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